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Snapshot:
Epsilon is one of the first partners to participate in the new Adobe Amplify Partner Solution 
Program (read the blog announcement from Summit here) to bring a developed and vetted 
solution to market that will enable B2B and B2C organizations to drive the customer experience. 
Epsilon has a deep relationship with LoyaltyOne and an opportunity arose to integrate the Amplify 
solution Agility Loyalty for Adobe Experience Cloud with AIR MILES, a business line of LoyaltyOne 
and one of the most recognized loyalty programs in Canada. This will enable AIR MILES to unify 
data collection for better segmentation and add high-level personalization for its partners and 
member users.

Takeaways:
 • This partner-created opportunity came from Epsilon. Due to their involvement, doing much 

of the legwork and evangelizing of Adobe Experience Cloud, the deal closed in four months.
 • Epsilon is currently the only partner that offers a loyalty solution for its customers that was 

built on Adobe Experience Cloud solutions, which was a competitive advantage in this win.
 • The Adobe Amplify credentials for Agility Loyalty for Adobe Experience Cloud proved to 

LoyaltyOne that the solution is available, pre-vetted, approved, and endorsed by Adobe’s 
sales and technical teams.

 • This win displaces Contentful, Google 360, and homegrown solutions at AIR MILES.
 • Since Epsilon and LoyaltyOne are a part of Alliance Data, this win can open opportunities 

with the parent organization.

“Epsilon’s loyalty platform, built on Adobe Experience Cloud solutions, can integrate with 
data from AIR MILES to significantly improve the customer experience. Once Epsilon 
became aware that the scope was beyond Loyalty, we switched gears and showed 

them an integrated Adobe and Epsilon vision that changed the conversation. Through 
workshops and demonstrations, we built confidence in the platform and solidified 

the future potential. The Adobe and Epsilon teams worked closely to quickly close the 
deal—and our mutual transparency and support of each other aided our joint success.”

Neil Walsh
SVP Client Partner, Epsilon
Neil is a seasoned information technology professional with a blend of business development, project delivery, and 
leadership experience of over 25+ years.

The engagement:
LoyaltyOne preferred to develop its own internal solutions that were siloed and used a 
homegrown digital management platform, along with competing solutions from Contentful and 
Google. Epsilon worked with LoyaltyOne for many years mainly focused on email solutions. 
Beginning in late 2018, Epsilon started to have conversations with LoyaltyOne stakeholders 
about transforming their customer experiences and the next level of engagement. While the 
discussions encompassed may possibilities, what emerged was an opportunity around the 
loyalty program for AIR MILES. 

Early conversations were focused on how Epsilon’s loyalty program—built and vetted on 
Adobe Experience Cloud Solutions as a part of the Amplify Partner Solution Program—could 
be integrated and tap into new tools to improve personalization. For example, by combining 
data from siloed resources, AIR MILES could tap into deep data, drive personalization, and 
know which offers generate better results for both B2B partners and B2C consumers. Epsilon 
could also manage their offers for them, saving time and resources.

Epsilon brought the opportunity to Adobe and together the sales teams provided demonstrations 
of how the integration points worked between Agility Loyalty for Adobe Experience Cloud, with 
a specific focus on Adobe Target, Adobe Audience Manager, and Adobe Experience Manager. 
Adobe and Epsilon jointly hosted the LoyaltyOne team at Summit to reinforce the value of the 
integrated solutions. LoyaltyOne chose the Epsilon Amplify solution to improve content delivery, 
provide better segmentation, and create personalized customer experiences.

Sealing the deal:

A three-year agreement for:

 • Adobe Experience Manager Sites and Assets
 • Adobe Target Premium
 • Adobe Audience Manager
 • Adobe Customer Solutions for Adobe Launch Foundation Services

Epsilon will manage the implementation process.

Looking ahead:
This win establishes a solid foundation for additional opportunities with LoyaltyOne including 
its other lines of business. This win also demonstrates the success of the Amplify program and 
Epsilon can offer its customers a vetted and proven solution built on Adobe Experience Cloud.

“Because Adobe and Epsilon had already completed building the integrations with 
Experience Cloud with Epsilon’s Amplify solution, including all the architectural testing 

and vetting, this gave LoyaltyOne the confidence to go with our recommendations and 
not proceed with an open RFP process. That was a huge success for both companies, 

and we are already working on new opportunities with Epsilon.”

Scott Wellwood 
Director, Global Alliance Manager, Adobe
A 20-year veteran in technology sales and business development, Scott is an expert at negotiating multi-partner 
implementations for complex enterprise deployments of digital marketing platforms.

Tools used:
 • Use cases: Content Marketing & Velocity, Customer Intelligence, Digital Foundation, 

Personalized Experiences
 • Adobe events attended: Adobe Summit in Las Vegas (2019)

About the partner: 
Epsilon, an Alliance Data company, has been helping brands improve their marketing, build better 
customer relationships, and find new customers for over 50 years. With over 8,000 employees in 
nearly 70 offices worldwide, Epsilon is an all-encompassing global marketing innovator. Epsilon 
is an Adobe Silver Partner, member of the Adobe Amplify Partner Solution Program, and is 
Specialized in Adobe Experience Manager, Analytics, and Campaign. Together with Adobe, Epsilon 
is bridging the gap between online and offline data, creating a universal framework to connect and 
create insight across all channels.

About the customer:
LoyaltyOne brings together its experience in shopper analytics and loyalty program strategy 
and activation to help retailers understand, predict, and motivate shoppers in more ways 
across channels. LoyaltyOne’s lines of businesses include AIR MILES, BrandLoyalty, Precima, 
Global Solutions, and IceMobile.

The AIR MILES line of business is Canada’s most recognized loyalty program with more than 
200 retailer brands, 100s of online retailers, and two AIR MILES credit card partners.
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